This research focuses on intelligent unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based, real-time video surveillance to ensure better monitoring and security of remote locations over 4G-LTE cellular networks by maximizing end-user quality of experience (QoE). We propose a novel server-based crosslayer rate-adaptive scheme (SCRAS) for real-time video surveillance over 4G-LTE networks using UAVs. Our key contributions are: (1) In SCRAS, mobile UAVs having preprogrammed flight co-ordinates act as servers, streaming real-time video towards a remote client; (2) server-side video rate adaptation occurs in 4G-LTE based on the physical characteristics of the received signal conditions due to variations in the wireless channel and handovers; (3) SCRAS is fully automated and independent of client assistance for rate adaptation, as it is intended for real-time, mission-critical surveillance applications; (4) SCRAS ensures that during rate adaptation, the current video frame should not be damaged by completing the current group of packet (GoP) before adaptation. Our simulations in NS3 provide credible evidence that SCRAS outperforms recently proposed schemes in providing better QoE for real-time, rate-adaptive, video surveillance over 4G-LTE under varying channel quality and frequent handovers that occur during flight by UAVs.
Introduction
Today, we are living in a hi-tech era where technology is affecting every aspect of life. Likewise, it is playing a significant role in guaranteeing high standards of surveillance. Recently, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have earned ample interest for this purpose. Their applications can be found in highway traffic and flood monitoring, the oil and gas industries for taking safety and security measures, and preventing natural disasters and terrorist attacks [1] [2] [3] . UAVs used for monitoring purposes are equipped with cameras. Hence, they provide essential knowledge through video streaming at a low operational budget and fewer hazards to life. In our research, 4G-LTE is preferred over other wireless technologies because UAVs with preprogrammed flight coordinates covers larger areas and ranges as compared to remote controlled aeroplanes. The 4G-LTE network is an optimized solution for remote location surveillance as it offers a cellular infrastructure that is vast and scalable. Moreover, the 4G-LTE network offers higher data rates and lower network latency compared to previous cellular network generations [4] [5] [6] [7] .
As far as UAV deployment strategy is concerned, there is no inter-UAV communication in our architecture like in Flying ad hoc networks (FANETs) [8] [9] [10] [11] . In this work, all UAVs flying using realistic flight patterns and wireless channels models. In this architecture, all UAVs transmit real-time captured video to the nearest base-stations, and from there, video streams towards a command and control center at remote sites where all activities are monitored. We thoroughly examined the effect of video adaptation rate on channel conditions and handovers. On the basis of the obtained results, a novel rate-adaptive scheme for surveillance is proposed, referred to as a server-based crosslayer rate-adaptive scheme (SCRAS). The newly proposed scheme ensures better quality of experience (QoE) for video monitoring in an environment suffering from sudden channel quality variations and frequent handovers. As mentioned in [7] , the upper layer protocols cannot extract the full benefits of 4G-LTE, so it is a good practice to extract those benefits of 4G-LTE using lower layer protocols and indirectly improve the performance of upper layer protocols. Our proposed video adaptation scheme is intelligent enough to wait for the completion of the current frame before video adaptation to avoid unnecessary performance degradation. We compared our work with the Non-Rate-Adaptive Scheme (NRAS), Fair Efficient Stable adaptIVE algorithm (FESTIVE) [12] and Physical layer Informed adaptive video Streaming (piStream) [13] , which is designed for 4G-LTE networks. Our controlled experimental results show that SCRAS not only outperforms other schemes in the conditions, having frequent channel variations and handovers, but also beats others with respect to video adaptation without damaging frames.
To the best of our knowledge, the following combination of work is not yet explored in the literature.
1.
We considered the scenario where servers are mobile, i.e., UAVs. They support variety of codec standards such as H.264 and H.265 for video streaming to a remote client. With preprogrammed flight coordinates, they perform video adaptation, among available video resolutions, which best suits their underlying surveillance application in the current 4G-LTE conditions. Hence, video viewing QoE is ensured.
2.
Mobile servers perform server-side push-based rate adaptation after evaluating the received signal strengths and rate of handovers.
3.
Our proposed rate-adaptive scheme uses a server-based proactive approach entirely independent of client assistance. This ensures fast streaming; hence, the client will never experience degraded video because of poor signal and handovers. 4.
Our proposed scheme ensures that the video should not flicker by damaging frames during the adaptation process. For this reason, we took group of packets (GoPs) into account and deferred our adaptation process to the end of the latest GoP.
Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a thorough review of research work in the field of video surveillance and adaptive streaming. Section 3 discusses the architecture required for simulation. The details regarding QoE metrics used in our paper for performance comparison and evaluation are discussed in Section 4 . Section 5 discusses the proposed rate-adaptive scheme, SCRAS. Section 6 emphasizes the experimental environment and simulation settings. In this section, we also demonstrate a relationship between varying channel conditions and data rate, which provide the foundation for our scheme. Section 7 provides a comparative analysis of SCRAS with other schemes. Section 8 shows the analysis of frame-grabs captured. Section 9 highlights the outstanding characterstics of our proposed scheme, SCRAS, and Section 10 concludes this paper.
Related Work
In the modern era, the importance of surveillance cannot be denied due to the high concerns of security and privacy. In this context, UAVs play a vital role in remote monitoring because of their video streaming capabilities [14] . These UAVs monitor and stream any important activity in real-time at remote sites with low operational cost and minimal setup time [15] . It is a useful strategy to replace fixed cameras with UAVs for surveillance purposes. In the recent past, several surveillance frameworks were proposed, e.g., [16] [17] [18] [19] . They offer basic tuning for variation in the target region during the flying mode. Hence, the region under surveillance can be adjusted by relocating UAVs. Interested users may refer to [20, 21] for a basic understanding of FANETs and their operational behavior in a specific environment. Challenges faced by FANETs during communication were also discussed in these papers using a solution-oriented approach. Mustaqim et al. [22] examined the UAV-to-UAV and UAV-to-ground communication in a FANET environment using wideband and high-gain antenna arrays. Qazi et al. [23] proposed an architecture which is well-suited for UAV-based surveillance. Further, they examined line of sight (LoS) and nonline of sight (NLoS) propagation in aerial ad hoc networks, especially when UAVs are flying at very low-speed and altitudes. In [24] , Qazi et al. proposed a framework based on UAVs for surveillance application over 4G-LTE networks, especially in urban areas at the remote site. Different attributes such as throughput and delay were examined under different models like multipath propagation loss, wireless propagation, fading and shadowing, etc.
Transmitting good quality video is a vital challenge in the dynamic wireless medium. UAVs stream videos at a fixed rate, whereas users require 4k resolution. To achieve this objective of maintaining video viewing QoE, UAVs dynamically adapt video streaming rates. Wireless link uncertainties are a big hurdle in this context. There is a requirement of optimization between UAVs and streaming video to achieve this objective [25] . At present, cellular network technologies are a vital source of communication. Among them, 4G-LTE is the most superior one. Compared to others, it offers high data rates and low network latency. However, existing upper layer protocols are not capable enough to take full advantage of the features offered by 4G-LTE. Hence, it is a good idea to leverage lower layer protocols by 4G-LTE provided information for indirectly enhancing the performance efficiency of upper layer protocols [7] . There are several measurements used in a wireless channel for this purpose [26] . Afroz et al. [27] highlighted the physical layer parameters used in 4G-LTE, like signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), reference signal received power (RSRP), received signal strength indicator (RSSI), and reference signal received quality (RSRQ) measurements. Moreover, they also discussed several handover scenarios in this paper. Such physical layer parameters are highly beneficial to improve video viewing QoE via rate adaptation [28] . Ramamurthi et al. [29] considered the link conditions for rate adaptation of video streaming. It categorized a link (channel) as good or bad on the basis of 4G-LTE physical layer parameters. Unlike universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS), LTE only supports hard handover. This means that the user breaks its connection to current serving node and setting up a new connection to another serving node. Hence, the user equipment (UE) is disconnected for an instant from all nearby cells [30] .
Dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) is the standard protocol for streaming in a wireless environment over HTTP. It chops video into small chunks for transmission. The quality of every chunk is coming into consideration in rate adaptation by considering the end-user channel situation. Kua et al. [31] provided a good survey on recent developments in different video rate-adaptive mechanisms such as client-based, server-based, and network-based mechanisms to assist in DASH-based applications. Atawia et al. [32] presented a DASH scheme that takes into consideration faulty rate predictions over upcoming wireless networks. By considering the association between a client and server, Marai et al. [33] presented a DASH-based approach which guarantees fairness, stability, optimal consumption of network resources, and fast convergence, while ignoring the buffer-based approach. Poojary et al. [34] worked on QoE parameters in adaptive video streaming by considering a wireless network. Researchers [34] demonstrated that whenever the average video bit-rate would equal the average channel rate, it provides the quality rate adaptation in a buffer-based approach. Kumar et al. [35] proposed a framework that ensures proper allocation of resources over 4G-LTE for adaptive video streaming. Su et al. [36] and Fan et al. [37] , in their respective research, not only identified the challenges in video transmission over a wireless network but also proposed solutions. Ong et al. [38] proposed a queue management technique for enhancing video viewing QoE under network congestion scenarios. For this purpose, their technique exploits different GoP characteristics. Readers may compare our proposed solution SCRAS with existing techniques at a glance by referring to Table 1 . 
Proposed Architecture
In this paper, we propose a UAV-based architecture for monitoring and surveillance. The strategically important sites have some target areas that need surveillance. Hence, our proposed architecture is beneficial for preventing crimes and disasters by taking appropriate proactive measures on the basis of obtained surveillance results. Our solution is specially designed for 4G-LTE cellular networks, which are the latest technology. Figure 1 illustrates a typical communication scenario for our proposed architecture. Terminologies used here are borrowed from the 3GPP R4-092042 standard. In our considered scenario, we used the terms ENB and UE for enhanced node and user equipment, respectively. We have some cameras attached to UAVs, called macroUE, whereas our target area has several outdoor cells, termed macrocells. UAVs are continuously flying and may pop from one macrocell to another (handover). MacroUEs, i.e., UAVs transmit real-time videos to their respective base stations or macroENB. Using the internet connection, these streams are forwarded to a particular command and control center by these macroENBs. From here onward, we use the terms UAVs for macroUEs for ease of understanding.
To mimic the flight patterns of UAVs over 4G-LTE standards, certain models were introduced in the architecture for assistance. As we are interested in the video surveillance of remote locations, progressive downloading is out of question. In progressive download, a client downloads the entire video before playing it; which is an useless strategy in true live streaming. For real-time video streaming, we used User Datagram Protocol (UDP)for streaming video from a server (UAVs) to the remote client. The motive is that the remote static client always experiences better video viewing QoE for better surveillance. To protect a client from a degraded QoE, the server (UAV) makes its best effort and makes an instant decision for rate-adaptive video streaming wherever it detects a lower signal strength. This facilitates better QoE of video viewing for the client, who will never experience such kinds of degraded video because of poor signal strength. Therefore, in this case, server-side, dynamic, link-aware adaptation occurs. We also took the handover into consideration, as we know that there is no soft handover in LTE, and it only supports hard handover, which drastically decreases the bandwidth [39] [40] [41] . At the time of handover, the server-side adaptation occurs from high-resolution to low-resolution video streaming to achieve better QoE of video monitoring. Thus, we planned for rate-adaptive video streaming in which we were trying to maintain a better QoE of video monitoring while automated UAVs are capturing video in the flying mode. At the start, the low-rate video is transmitted from the server to the client to avoid startup latency of video so that the client promptly watches the video as requested without any delay. To keep the quality of video very smooth, the algorithm will gradually switch the version of video quality from a lower to higher bit-rate and vice versa, keeping in consideration the strength of the current channel.
Wireless Signal Propagation Model Used for UAVs
For LoS propagation, we used the well known Friis propagation model depicted in Equation (1):
(1)
The LoS to NLoS distance was adjusted to 50 m.
Mobility Models Used for UAVs

(i) Random Flight Pattern
We used the Gauss-Markov mobility model for outdoor UAVs to mimic the real world flight pattern [42] . There are three variables used in this model, i.e., speed, pitch, and direction. All the movement across the z-axis is measured by the variable pitch; by contrast, the speed and direction variables instruct the new speed and direction in the x-y plane. Equations (2)-(4) are given below to show this.
where s n , θ n , and p n show the new speed, new direction, and new pitch, respectively. The random model mimics the natural flight pattern of UAVs, which is a suitable scenario for a realistic illusion.
(ii) Fixed Flight Pattern
The fixed model is required to restrict the UAVs to follow a certain path which supports the simulation to understand channel variation and handovers. With the help of the fixed flight pattern, we try to present our idea with proof of its functionality.
Measuring QoE over Proposed Architecture
We took two important metrics for measuring QoE. The first one is the well-known PSNR and the second one is the SSIM.
PSNR is the ratio between an extreme signal's power and noise-corrupting power by which the signal is altered. PSNR is expressed using decibels (dB) as its bound fluctuates dynamically. PSNR could be utilized for a rough approximation of comparative characteristics if content inside the video and kinds of distortions remain the same, while only the altitude of distortion is altered [43] . However, it is also a fact that the correlation between subjective quality and PSNR might become too small and dependent on content and interruption [44] . This is the reason PSNR is not considered to be a consistent approach for gauging the quality of video among dissimilar contents of video. In the presence of all such issues, PSNR is even now utilized as a quality metric. Another reason for its popularity is its complexity, which is very low. The PSNR is taken as a reference standard for evolving perceptual video quality metrics, and it is accepted as a fidelity metric [45] .
PSNR is formulated by setting the mean square error (MSE) in relation to the maximum possible value of the luminance (2 8 − 1 = 255) for a typical 8-bit value as:
where: f (i, j) is the original signal at pixel (i, j), F(i, j) is the reconstructed signal, and M.N is the picture size. MSE is the cumulative squared error between the original and the distorted videos.
The outcome is a particular digit in dB, ranging from 30 dB to 40 dB for a medium-to high-quality video [46] . PSNR and MSE are inversely proportional with each other, represented in Equation (6). A video with good quality has a high PSNR, while for the same video, the MSE is low. Similarly, a video with bad quality has a low PSNR and high MSE. To measure the similarities between the two pictures, the well-known objective metric SSIM is used [46, 47] . SSIM measures picture quality in such a way that one picture is considered as of faultless quality and others may have some errors which give a clearer indicator than PSNR for QoE of video viewing. The conventional scheme PSNR cannot overcome irregularities in comparison to human eye perception. For this reason, the SSIM technique has been suggested. SSIM is a quantifying metric between two windows having equal length, where −1 shows 0% similarity, while +1 indicates 100% similarity in frames. To calculate the quality of a distorted image, correlations in luminance, contrast, and structure are used in comparison locally between the reference and distorted images, and averaging these quantities over the entire image. The inspiration for SSIM design is taken from the functionality of human visual system (HVS) [48] . To gauge the structural similarity between two signals, consider Equation (7) SSI M(x, y) = ( 2µ x µ y + C 1
where:
) β compares the contrast of signal, and
) γ gauges the structural correlation of signal.
If the video is of bad quality, its SSIM value would be −1. This value shows a strong negative correlation and, thus, a strong deviation between the frame(s) of interest and the original one(s). Though the abovementioned formula to measure SSIM is more complex than that of MSE, it remains rationally traceable. Such kinsd of features make the objective SSIM metric appealing to work with.
SCRAS-Server-Based Crosslayer Rate-Adaptive Scheme
We analyzed different rate adaptation techniques. To optimize upper layer performance, we took advantage of the physical layer characteristic RSRP into consideration, as we have shown in the light of our experiment that RSRP and throughput are directly proportional to each other. We performed rate adaptation on the basis of RSRP. The UAVs convert captured video into MP4 video chunks in three resolutions, i.e., high, medium, and low. These video chunks are then sent towards remote hosts via an LTE cellular infrastructure. We start our video from low resolution video, then gradually we move towards high resolution video. The high resolution video continues until the decrease in RSRP is analyzed. In decreasing RSRP, the video switches to low resolution video. When we observed good RSRP, the video shifted to high resolution video. Thus, the overall phenomenon is on the basis of RSRP, meaning that the video will switch from high resolution video to low resolution video on a bad channel, and when the RSRP increases (indicating the good channel), again rate adaption occurs which will switch low resolution video to high resolution video to ensure better QoE of streaming video.
Channel reciprocity is the concept in which the receiver takes the same channel values as the transmitter. The concept is used in channel-aware rate adaptation CHARM [49] , which leverages channel reciprocity to obtain its information, so the information is available to the transmitter without incurring request to send / clear to send (RTS/CTS) overhead. This combination of techniques allows CHARM to respond quickly to dynamic channel changes. We adopted this phenomenon for UAVs in our architecture. Through channel reciprocity, the UAVs know the channel information, and by looking into signal strength, these UAVs made a decision by themselves without remote assistance of the client. Hence, the overall decision of rate adaptation was made by UAVs instead of the remote client, which makes our scheme more robust, with minimum delay, and suitable for a surveillance environment.
As UAVs are mobile in our case, signal strength, as well as channel quality, varies [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . Sometimes, the signals are best, sometimes average, and sometimes the worst. We categorized the channel on the basis of such signal strength as the best channel (BC), good channel (GC), and poor channel (PC). To measure the signal strength on UAVs with preprogrammed flight coordinates for mobile UAVs, we considered RSRP on UAVs with preprogrammed flight coordinates. We allocated three ranges of RSRP values for three channels, which could be observed in Table 2 . MP4 video streaming is used by dynamic mobile UAVs with preprogrammed flight coordinates servers towards the remote client. Our suggested algorithm, SCRAS, ensures a better quality of experience of video viewing. By considering RSRP for channel quality, SCRAS switches the video. If a channel is the best channel, SCRAS streams high resolution video (HRV), for the good channel, it streams medium resolution video (MRV), and for the poor channel, it streams low resolution video (LRV). The results are satisfactory in that they verify that SCRAS outperforms other schemes in varying channel quality. SCRAS is designed for servers; this means mobile UAVs made the decision of rate adaptation by themselves. This means that there is no need for client assistance in rate adaptation. The real benefit of this scheme is that the remote client never experiences degradation in video quality because of varying channel quality or handovers. SCRAS takes care of all these issues at the server end; hence, this scheme not only becomes delay-tolerant but also ensures video quality which is viewable all the time at the client end. The motive is to provide good monitoring of such real-time surveillance systems.
In Figure 2 , SCRAS operations are represented in the state transition diagram, whereas its corresponding legends can be seen in Table 3 . SCRAS constantly measures the channel strength. For this reason, it continuously calculates the weighted current average of RSRP, which is represented by RSRP ravg . At any point where it finds variation in the channel in the categorized three standards, it makes a decision for adaptation. Before each adaptation, it ensures that the current ongoing frame must be completed. For this reason, it waits for the current GoP to be finished so that important frames are not damaged during the adaptation process. Soon after, it adapts to the required resolution video suitable for the current channel strength.
Low resolution video is taken for streaming first irrespective of whether the channel is poor, good, or the best. As SCRAS reduces startup latency so that the client does not wait for the video to start, it is true that we compromised here video quality in terms of resolution, but we resolved the issue of start-up delay. If any handover occurs at this stage or the channel is found to be the poor channel, low resolution video will continue in streaming, otherwise it moves towards medium resolution video. During the streaming of medium resolution video, if handover happens or the channel signals becomes weaker, adaptation occurs, and the video is switched back to low resolution video after completing the current GoP from medium resolution video to low resolution video. In cases where RSRP ravg comes in the range of the good channel, the video will continue at this stage. On the other hand, at this stage, if the current channel signal becomes stronger, which means better than the good channel, then rate adaptation for high resolution video occurs. However, again, it is ensured here that the current video chunks are not damaged, so it waits for the next I-frame to be encountered. Hence, it waits for the current GoP to be completed, otherwise some useful frames could be lost in the adaptation, which may corrupt important video clips from medium resolution video to high resolution video. The high resolution video will continue until RSRP ravg comes under the best channel. At this stage, if handover happens, that causes the bandwidth to suddenly be chopped as LTE supports hard handover only and it is not suitable to continue streaming high resolution video, as it degrades the video quality; thus, it waits for the current GoP to be completed first, and then adaptation towards low resolution video occurs from high resolution video. The interesting point to be noted here is that rate adaptation occurs each time only towards low resolution video whenever handover occurs at any stage in the given scenario, because the best match for very low bandwidth in the result of the hard handover is only low resolution video, which provides at least a viewable video stream in this problematic condition. On the other hand, instead of handover, if a channel deviates and the current channel signal becomes weaker enough that it becomes what we call the good channel here, rate adaptation occurs from high resolution video to medium resolution video, keeping in consideration the need for the current GoP to be completed. Moreover, when the channel is best and streaming high resolution video, if suddenly the channel becomes poor and touches the RSRP ravg that comes under the range of a poor channel, adaptation does not occur directly from high resolution video to low resolution video because this will introduce fluctuation in video streaming as larger shifting in video resolution occurs here. i.e., the heaviest video towards the lightest video; to accommodate this issue, we shift gradually from high resolution video towards medium resolution video, then shift from medium resolution video towards low resolution video to ensure smooth shifting of video with a minimum difference in video resolutions available in our scenario. At any stage in the streaming of low resolution video, medium resolution video or high resolution video, if the streamed video chunks are completed, the SCRAS operations end. It should also be noted that gradual shifting of video from low resolution video, medium resolution video, and high resolution video in a forward direction or high resolution video, medium resolution video, and low resolution video in a backward direction is proposed only in the case of the best channel, good channel or poor channel based on the RSRP ravg values. For handover, we proposed direct shifting from high resolution video towards low resolution video; the reason is the sudden crash of bandwidth, since only hard handover occurs in LTE, which is suitable only for low resolution video. Otherwise, video frames may be lost if high resolution video runs in a very low bandwidth. 
Experimental Environment and Simulation Settings
For all the experiments of the work mentioned in this paper, we used HP EliteBook 8440p with 2 GB RAM and 1 TB hard drive. We installed NS-3 version 3.25 on a 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 LTS operating system. We utilized NS-3 package lena-dual-stripe to simulate 4G-LTE. As an IDE for NS-3, we used Eclipse Neon-3, which is specially designed for Ubuntu-based systems [57] . For the conversion of video in different encoding, we used FFmpeg [58] , which provides strong tools for video conversion even for real-time video streaming.
To simulate client/server architecture in NS-3, we used an application designed for client-servers by the GERCOM group [59] known as Evalvid. EvalVid is a toolset which is used for analysis of the QoE of video streamed over a simulated network for communication. Evalvid provides a suitable platform for researchers who are interested in analyzing their network architecture or frameworks in terms of user-perceived video quality. This toolset transmits real-time mp4 encoded video towards communicating nodes. We modified the original code of Evalvid for the requirement of our surveillance architecture. To mimic the flight pattern of UAVs, we used a Gauss-Markov mobility model, while in the original Evalvid code, the Random-Waypoint mobility model is used. Another modification is that in the actual Evalvid code, the video streams from client to server; we changed this setting and made the video stream from the server to a remote static client through UDP. To calculate the PSNR and SSIM of streaming video, we followed the step-by-step procedure available online at [60] . The Evalvid binaries required are also available online [61] .
We used a real video highway-cif.264 which is available online in multiple resolutions [62, 63] . The duration of the video is about 1 min and 6 s. Three video resolutions were used in our experiment. These multiple resolutions videos were converted into MP4 for streaming in the simulation using FFMpeg. For the rest of this paper, we refer to high resolution video as HRV, medium resolution video as MRV, and low resolution video as LRV for ease of understanding in tables and graphs. To convert these videos in MP4 codec, the parameter settings can be seen in Table 4 .
To calculate the received signals at UAVs, the physical layer parameter reference signal received power (RSRP) was used. RSRP delivers the average power which is collected via the resource element passing the reference signal in any symbol. The range of typical values of RSRP is from −44 dBm to −140 dBm [64] . We adjusted the LoS to NLoS ratio up to 50 meters for the experiments and in the analysis of throughput with respect to RSRP.
Our experiments proved that on varying channel conditions, with respect to a decrease in RSRP, the average throughput also decreases and vice versa, as shown in Figure 3 . Based on experimental results, we devised an optimized rate-adaptive algorithm that automatically switches from high to low resolution while facing a decrease in RSRP and vice versa from low to high resolution while facing an increase in RSRP values, hence enhancing the end-user QoE. For experimental purposes, first we applied a constant position mobility model in our simulation ( Table 5 ). The video is streamed from UAVs towards macroENBs and a single UAV used only for experimental purposes. The good channel is one where good RSRP is analyzed, and, vice versa, the bad channel is one where bad RSRP values are received. The UAV was placed first at the good channel for experimental purposes and then on the bad channel for the same experiments. High and low resolution videos were streamed on both channels. We analyzed the quality of the received video and found results that support our approach.
We took the physical layer performance characteristic RSRP as a key indicator for measuring the channel quality. In Figure 3 , it is analyzed that with respect to an increase in RSRP, the average throughput increases, which shows that these factors are directly proportional to each other. Here, RSRP is given in dBm, while the average throughput is in kbps. The RSRP value ranges between −75 dBm to −120 dBm from best to worst, respectively. Figure 3 supports our idea of rate adaptation, which is, on the basis of RSRP values, that the video will switch from high to low resolution on poor RSRP values (bad channel) and when the RSRP values increase (indicating the good channel), adaptation occurs and the video will switch from low resolution to high resolution for a better QoE of video viewing. To understand the complete simulation process, consider Figure 4 , where all steps are shown in a sequence labeled from 1 to 15 over the directed arrows. Arrows labeled from 1 to 5 represent the preprocessing tasks required for simulation to start. In preprocessing tasks, the UAV captures the video of any targeted area for surveillance. (We have used highway-cif.264 as a captured video). The captured video then converts to a YUV sequence, MP4, M4V, then again to MP4, which contains the hint-tracks in samples of video. MP4Box [65] is a tool used to introduce hint-tracks in the samples of video. To create a trace file from the hinted MP4 file, the mp4trace tool from EVALVID is used. The mp4trace tool is capable of transmitting a hinted MP4 file per UDP to a particular destination host. This trace file streams in the network over UDP. The directed arrows from 6 to 12 depict the simulation process where UAVs fly and stream the real-time captured video towards a remote client. For realistic flight in UAVs, a Gauss-Markov mobility model applies in the simulation. As the medium is wireless, we applied a wireless-propagation model to mimic the real wireless scenario. At the time of video-streaming, the rate-adaptive approach SCRAS was applied to enhance the QoE of video viewing at the remote client. The remote client received the corrupt trace file due to channel variations and handovers in the simulation. The arrows labeled with 13 to 15 show the post-processing tasks after simulation. The first step in post-processing tasks is the reconstruction of the transmitted video as it is seen by the receiver. To achieve this objective, the MP4 video file and trace files at the receiver end were processed by the etmp4 tool from EVALVID. This generates a possibly corrupt video file in which the lost frames are removed. This corrupt video file then decodes into the YUV sequence. At the end, the original and corrupt YUVs are used to calculate the PSNR and SSIM using a psnr binary file offered by EVALVID, which highlights the difference between in original video before streaming and the corrupt video after being received by the client. The PSNR and SSIM statistics provide a great source of QoE analysis of received video after streaming. The parameters for a fixed flight pattern, consider Figure 5 . Under simulation, the box values are +50 to +350 in the x-axis and 0 to +50 in the y-axis, while 1.5 to 12 in the z-axis. Intersite distance between two nearby macroENBs is 100 m. The motion of UAVs could be seen in numbers from 1 to 7. We labeled different events like channel variations on account of signal strength and handover. The coordinates at each step were also labeled for UAV. All the events occur in a fixed flight pattern. At the start of label 1, UAV found the best channel. UAV was very much nearer to the macroENB1. At this stage, SCRAS transmitted low resolution video to reduce start-up latency. Then, at number 2, intracellular handover occurred within the range of the best channel. As in LTE, hard handover crashes the bandwidth drastically, and SCRAS again switched to low resolution video immediately, which is a suitable video for this low bandwidth, then gradually shifted from low resolution video to medium resolution video, then high resolution video, as the channel is the best. Afterwards, at number 3, an intercellular handover occurred and found some weakening in signal strength measured by RSRP, which comes under the best channel. Again, video switched to low resolution video because of handover and then gradually shifted to medium resolution video. At number 4, an intracellular handover occurred at macroENB 2 under the good channel. Again, rate adaptation occurred from medium resolution video towards low resolution video for this handover to save the video quality for the available bandwidth. At number 5, an intercellular handover occurred within the good channel, while at number 6, the channel became again weaker under the range of a poor channel, and also, intracellular handover occurred. As the channel was already poor, handover did not change for rate adaptation, and the same video continued after handover. Finally, it ended at number 7 with an extremely poor channel. In the simulation environment, for the first experiment, we used the fixed flight pattern as mentioned earlier in Figure 5 in this paper, to analyze the movement of single UAV for high, low, and medium resolution videos so that we can examine what happens at the time of change in the channel (best, good or bad) and at the time of handover, we calculated PSNR and SSIM for high, medium, and low resolution videos, and we compared all of the graphs and analyzed which resolution video performs better in which case; on the basis of this analysis and proven results, we propose SCRAS.
Consider Figure 6a ,b. The simulation started and found the best channel; one handover occurred in this duration, which shows the slight downfall of PSNR in medium and high resolution videos, while low resolution video seemed stable. In the good channel, three handovers occurred. At first handover in the good channel, the videos showed a downfall in PSNR and SSIM, then subsequently, other two handovers occurred, after which high and medium resolution videos were facing a downfall in their PSNR and SSIM, while there was no effect, it seemed, on PSNR of low resolution video. The poor channel faced one handover that hits the PSNR and SSIM of high resolution video too much. Medium resolution video also faced a downfall but improved later, while low resolution video outperformed the rest here despite the poor channel and handover, which shows its stability. As depicted in Figure  6a ,b, while the channel is the best channel, it is better to use HRV that utilizes the bandwidth well and gives a good QoE at the user end, but when the channel goes down, it is better to shift towards medium resolution video or low resolution video to enhance end-user QoE of video monitoring.
Consider Figure 6c ,d. HR, MR, and LR represent high, medium, and low resolution, respectively. At the start, the best channel was found, but SCRAS enforced transmission of low resolution video at that time to reduce start-up delay. Here it would be checked that the current GoP is complete or not to ensure the current video frame is not lost, so the scheme would wait for the next I-frame to come into the picture, then make the decision to switch towards medium resolution video. This waiting time is indicated by the label W. Again, it waits for the current GoP to be completed, then switches to the high resolution video; this gradual shift ensures the smooth transition of videos that enhance the end-user QoE of video monitoring. When the first handover occurs, the decision is to switch towards low resolution video but wait for the current GoP to finish, and afterwords, it switches to low resolution video, which is indicated by the W/LR tag. This scheme was implemented for each handover, because after handover, the video switches to low resolution video as dynamic downfall in bandwidth occurs because of the hard handover. Then, after it switches to medium resolution video, indicated by MR, also ensuring the completion of the current GoP, then again it goes to high resolution video as the channel is the best. 
Comparative Analysis of SCRAS with Other Schemes
We compared our proposed technique (SCRAS) with three related works. One is called the nonrate-adaptive scheme, which we named as NRAS. FESTIVE [12] is a rate-adaptive scheme in the literature, and piStream [13] is a rate-adaptive scheme designed for 4G-LTE networks for mobile applications. The piStream rate-adaptive scheme supports congestion at bottleneck as well as measuring the received signal strength at UAVs to measure a varying channel quality. We compared our work with this scheme because it is the closest one to ours. In our work, all schemes transmit low resolution video in the start except NRAS, as it is a nonrate-adaptive scheme, and it transmits high resolution video throughout the transmission. The phenomenon is called Slow Start, which means starting the transmission of video with low resolution and then gradually increasing afterwards.
In Figures 7-10 , the PSNR and SSIM with their corresponding frames are shown. PSNR and SSIM are shown vertically in the graphs, while their respective frames are shown horizontally.
Impact of UAV Speed
We used the Gauss-Markov mobility model for this experiment. The UAV shows a random flight pattern to mimic a realistic flight. In this experiment, we varied the speed of UAV at 4 ms −1 , 2 ms −1 , and 0.8 ms −1 using parameters as shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . Parameters set in the Gauss-Markov model for a random flight pattern of a UAV. For the experiment of 4 ms −1 , refer to Figure 7a ,b. After completing a slow-start at event 1 (E1) in the poor channel, NRAS and FESTIVE were near to 0 dB in PSNR because both schemes transmitted high resolution video, while SCRAS continued its low resolution video transmission, as it found the poor channel by measuring RSRP at the UAV. If we look at piStream at event 1 E1, its PSNR dropped for a short period, and then it converged to a stable equal at SCRAS. This is because piStream maps the physical layer resource allocation to an estimation of available bandwidth, while SCRAS focuses completely on channel quality and quickly makes the decision for a suitable video for the current channel. This is the reason that at E1, SCRAS superseded over piStream. As piStream looks at the channel quality constantly, as well as congestion, it superseded other techniques and came in the second position after SCRAS at the time of handover. At event 2 (E2), SCRAS quickly analyzed the good channel and adapted towards medium resolution video, while piStream and FESTIVE performed the adaptation after some time, and NRAS continued its high resolution video, which is why it remains at the bottom in the good channel. At event 3 (E3), an adaptation event occurs from the good channel towards the best channel; this time, SCRAS and NRAS outperformed the rest by transmitting high resolution video, while piStream and FESTIVE took some time to measure the bandwidth and then adapted to high resolution video. At Ho1, SCRAS outperformed the rest as it quickly adapted toward low resolution video, which is the most suitable video in a handover condition, as bandwidth degrades drastically because of hard handover. In this handover, other streams could not maintain their video transmission according to the available bandwidth; hence, their PSNR goes down in the handover event in comparison to SCRAS. We examined the same pattern in almost every handover, and for each experiment, SCRAS comes in first, and then piStream is second, FESTIVE third, and the last one is NRAS. After the best channel, again, a good channel is observed by the UAV, and adaptation occurs here from high resolution video to medium resolution video, as marked by event 4 (E4). In this time, some differences in PSNR could be observed in between SCRAS and piStream initially, then both almost converged to the same PSNR. After the good channel, a poor channel experienced by UAV was marked as event 5 (E5). An interesting trend can be observed here in that the PSNR of the NRAS and FESTIVE schemes degraded near to 0dB as we saw at the start of this experiment, while SCRAS outperformed them by switching to low resolution video; meanwhile, piStream adapted towards low resolution video after some frames and competed with SCRAS.
Parameter Values
For the experiment of 2 ms −1 , refer to Figure 7c ,d, respectively. At the start, the best channel was found at E1, with a slow start session performed by SCRAS, FESTIVE, and piStream, by which low resolution video was transmitted; on the other hand, NRAS outperformed them as it started with high resolution video, which is the most optimized video for the best channel. The fist handover occurred in the best channel, indicated by Ho1. SCRAS outperformed the rest, while piStream was equal with SCRAS after some frames. Convergence from high resolution video to medium resolution video could be shown at E2. In the good channel, SCRAS and piStream outperformed the rest, while FESTIVE and NRAS showed a comparatively lower PSNR. E3 shows the adaptation process from the good channel to the poor channel. Again, in the poor channel, the PSNR of FESTIVE and NRAS degraded as these schemes could not realize the poor channel, while SCRAS outperformed the rest in poor channel by immediately shifting towards low resolution video, while piStream joined with SCRAS after some frames. The second handover occurred, indicated by Ho2, which shows degradation in the PSNR of SCRAS and piStream, while FESTIVE and NRAS experienced nothing as these were already experiencing a very low PSNR. It can be observed in Figure 7d that the SSIM of FESTIVE and NRAS degrades. Refer to the Figure 7e ,f, respectively, for a UAV at a pedestrian speed of 0.8 ms −1 . In the beginning, the best channel was observed by UAV, and E1 shows a slow start. NRAS is in a better position here as it starts with high resolution video, which is suitable for this channel. Afterwards, at the good channel, SCRAS showed a better position in comparison with other schemes, as depicted in E2. After handover Ho1 in the best channel, SCRAS came in first and NRAS last. An interesting thing to observe is that PSNR values are very much closer to each other as the UAV experienced the pedestrian motion here, and with this slow speed, overall values of PSNR and SSIM increase.
Impact of Increasing Handovers
For this experiment, we used a fixed flight pattern, as shown previously in Figure 5 . We found an increasing trend in the total number of handovers. By increasing the macroENB sites from 1, 2, and 3, we found 2, 4, and 7 handovers, respectively. The increasing trend in handover makes SCRAS more prominent than the other schemes, as in each handover, SCRAS outperformed other schemes, especially when macroENB sites were set to 3, with 7 handovers showing SCRAS superiority over other schemes in terms of PSNR and SSIM, as shown in Figure 8e ,f, respectively. 
Impact of Congestion in Core Network
For this experiment, we limited the bottleneck bandwidth in three categories, i.e., no congestion with 10 Gbps, mild congestion with 10 Mbps, and severe congestion with 1 Mbps bottleneck bandwidth.
For no congestion again, we used a fixed flight pattern. We set 10 Gbps bottleneck bandwidth for this experiment. Refer to Figure 9a ,b, respectively, for this experiment. There is just variation in channels and handovers. SCRAS outperformed the rest in the no congestion scenario. We set 10 Mbps bottleneck bandwidth for mild congestion. Please refer to Figure 9c ,d respectively, for this experiment. We introduced congestion at different points in the simulation. C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 are congestion areas. C1 and C2 are congestion points in the best channel, while C3 is in the good channel and C4 and C5 are congestion points in the poor channel, respectively. As SCRAS is not taking care of congestion, its performance degrades in all congestion points in the simulation. In C1, C2, and C3, both SCRAS and NRAS degrade, while piStream and FESTIVE performed well. At C4 and C5, the SCRAS position is much better; as these congestions occur in the poor channel, its PSNR degrades near 30 dB and SSIM around 0.5. The reason is that in the poor channel, SCRAS transmits low resolution video which suffers less at the time of congestion. In the poor channel at C4 and C5, FESTIVE suddenly improves its PSNR and SSIM, as it is well aware of congestion events, but again after or before the congestion points in the poor channel, FESTIVE's performance goes very lower, as it could not realize the channel quality, which is poor at that time.
We set 1 Mbps bottleneck bandwidth for the severe congestion experiment. Please refer to Figure 9e ,f, respectively, for this experiment. As in the mild congestion experiment, we introduced congestion at the same point. C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 are the congestion areas. We examined more degradation in PSNR and SSIM for SCRAS and NRAS, while there was no such effect found on piStream and FESTIVE, which proves their congestion awareness. In this experiment, we saw that SCRAS is not performing better in comparison with FESTIVE and piStream. SCRAS can overcome this problem using improved video coding, as shown in Section 7.4.
Impact of Video Encoding Schemes
During the high congestion time in network bottleneck, we saw that SCRAS performance degrades in comparison with piStream and FESTIVE, as depicted in Figure 9e ,f, respectively. This is because of the encoding scheme used for SCRAS, i.e., H.264. As SCRAS is compatible with different codecs, that problem could be overcome. As discussed in Section 3.2, a fixed flight pattern was applied for this experiment so that an exact comparison could be possible between H.264 and H.265. In High Efficiency Video Coding HEVC (H.265) encoded video, SCRAS improved its performance during the congestion time. This is because, as compared to H.264, HEVC (H.265) performed well, especially during congestion in networks [66, 67] . For the result of this experiment, please look at Figure 10a ,b, respectively. H.265 shows better PNSR and SSIM in congestion time as marked with C1 through to C6. At C1, very slight degradation in PSNR and SSIM was observed, the reason being that as this congestion period comes in a slow start session, with SCRAS streaming low resolution video, as the channel is the best channel and the video is low resolution video, HEVC performs extremely well due to the congestion period. It is also noticed that during handover, H.265 also performs well in comparison to H.264. The HEVC codec requires more processing power because of its complex computational scheme, which is why UAVs with higher configuration are required which might not be a cost-effective-solution but provide better results to a remote client for monitoring any targeted region [68] . 
Analysis of Frame-Grabs of Streamed Video
In this section, some frame-grabs of streamed video are shown. We took different frame-grabs of steaming video by selecting SCRAS, FESTIVE, and piStream as the rate-adaptive schemes. FESTIVE frame-grabs were taken while the channel becomes poor, as FESTIVE is not aware of the quality of link immediately since it depends on the feedback of the client for rate adaptation. The frame-grabs prove that SCRAS reacts better in comparison to FESTIVE, especially in a poor channel. Figure 11a ,c,f shows the frame-grabs of video using FESTIVE as the rate-adaptive scheme, while Figure 11b ,d,f represents the frame-grabs of video using SCRAS as the rate-adaptive scheme during surveillance of the monitored zone. The frame-grabs of piStream and SCRAS were taken immediately after the occurrence of handover. As in the handover condition, SCRAS outperformed piStream, since bandwidth suddenly crashed at the time of handover in 4G-LTE. Figure 12a ,c,e show the frame-grabs of piStream, and Figure 12b ,d,f show the frame-grabs of SCRAS after handovers. The frame-grabs were taken at the same time after handover. All frame-grabs prove that SCRAS outperforms FESTIVE and piStream rate-adaptive streaming. 
Outstanding Characteristics of SCRAS
SCRAS Takes Care of GoP in Rate Adaptation
SCRAS took care of GoP in rate adaptation. Video compression used several data compression techniques by means of different algorithms. These algorithms are also known as picture types and, technically, frame types. The major categories of these frames are of three types, i.e., B-frame, I-frame, and P-frame. I-frames are least compressible and have the complete picture, and hence, they do not need any further knowledge to restructure these frames, whereas P-frames (predicted pictures) are more compressible than I-frames, as these frames can use data from previous frames to decompress. For instance, there is a scene in a film where a bus travels across a background which is stationary. In that sense, only the bus movement needs to be encoded. It is not required to save the background pixels in the P-frame which is, in fact, unchanged. This technique saves storage space.
As far as B frames (Bidirectional predicted pictures) are concerned, for data reference, these frames know how to utilize both preceding and forwarding frames; as a result, these frames gain the maximum volume of compression in data. B frames store even additional areas by having dissimilarities among the current frame and both the previous and succeeding frames to enumerate its information.
The arrangement of intraframes and interframes are specified by the GoP structure in video coding. As represented in Figure 13 , a group of successive images inside a coded video stream is actually referred to as GoP. For the generation of viewable frames, each coded video stream contains successive GoPs. The decoder does not require any past frames so as to decode the upcoming ones if a new GoP bumps into a compressed video stream and permits rapid finding through the video. Usually, the encoder utilizes structures of GoP that produce every I-frame as a spotless random point of access, in such a way that on an I-frame, decoding will be able to commence neatly, and any inaccuracies inside the structure of GoP are rectified after consuming an accurate I-frame. Mostly, the more I-frames are present in the video stream, the more it is editable. Conversely, bit-rate considerably rises if more I-frames are encountered to code the video. Encoders have ample room for referencing structures in the latest schemes observed in H.264 or HEVC. Thus, SCRAS waits for the current GoP to be finished, then adapts to the other video. This scheme ensures the video clips are not damaged during the adaptation process.
SCRAS Outperforms Other Schemes during Handovers in 4G-LTE
Our infrastructure is based on UAVs which are constantly in flight; as a result, these UAVs with preprogrammed flight coordinates are frequently disconnected and connected from one base station (macroENB) to another; this phenomenon is known as handover. These handovers usually occur in a stable cellular architecture. The principle of handover schemes is subject to the strongest signal received from the maroENBs.
As 4G-LTE has only hard handovers, SCRAS takes care of such kinds of handover, and rate adaptation occurs to low resolution video whenever any handover (Intercellular or intracellular) occurs. As bandwidth suddenly crashes in the hard handover, it is worth expansive if high resolution video streams which degrades the QoE of video viewing for the end-user. Therefore, on each handover, SCRAS adapted towards low resolution video that provides better results of video viewing and is the best choice for such conditions. In comparison to other works discussed in Section 7, there is no such strategy defined in their rate-adaptive process; hence, SCRAS has the edge over these schemes in the handover scenarios.
SCRAS Performs Better in Surveillance over 4G-LTE
As for surveillance, video transmission should have a minimum delay, as SCRAS uses UDP, so it is delay-sensitive as compared to schemes which are working over TCP that required an acknowledgment for every packet sent that introduces a delay in transmission.
SCRAS Impact on Battery Life
Our proposed rate-adaptive scheme SCRAS efficiently saves the battery life of flying UAVs. At the poor channel, as the lowest power received by UAVs, the uplink power control of UAVs consumse extra power, which lowers the battery life in the poor channel [70] [71] [72] [73] . At that time, SCRAS streams low resolution video, which is the optimal lightweight video that requires minimum computation power, hence saving battery life. In the same way, at the best or good channels, the optimal high or medium resolution video transmits, respectively, which is the suitable solution at that instance of time, hence saving battery life effectively. As 4G-LTE only supports hard handover, in which the bandwidth crashes drastically, low resolution video transmits over the network, ensuring the life of the battery is saved. Therefore, we can say that our scheme is suitable in saving battery life in channel variations and handover situations during flight by UAVs.
SCRAS does not require a special kind of UAVs; rather, commercial camera-mounted UAVs could be used for surveillance over 4G-LTE, as these UAVs have longer flight time, covering a wider range [74] .
H.264 is a lightweight encoding scheme which we used in our simulation. Because of its low computation approach, low battery would be consumed by UAVs. If we compromise on battery, then a more optimized video compression algorithm such as H.265 could also be considered [75] for better video quality of video monitoring, but for that, high configuration UAVs are required.
Conclusions
In this paper, a 4G-LTE UAV-based surveillance architecture is proposed that ensures QoE of video viewing during real-time streaming of video at the remote site. We introduced a novel rate-adaptive scheme for video streaming (SCRAS) that supports this architecture to achieve the desired objective. As upper layer protocols are not taking full advantage of what is offered by 4G-LTE, our proposed scheme SCRAS is a crosslayer rate-adaptive scheme that leverages the information provided by lower layer protocols to maximize the productivity of upper layer protocols. SCRAS ensures that QoE of video viewing remains stable during video streaming instead of degrading with varying channel quality and frequent handovers. We validated our experiments on fixed and random flight patterns. SCRAS also ensures that during the adaptation process, the current GoP should not be damaged so that video does not flicker frequently. We compared SCRAS with a nonrate-adaptive scheme NRAS, client-based rate-adaptive scheme FESTIVE, and recent 4G-LTE-based rate-adaptive scheme piStream. As SCRAS also supports different encoding schemes, it deals with congestion nicely, with HEVC encoded video streaming. All simulations were performed using the NS3 platform. The PSNR and SSIM objective metrics were used to measure the quality of streaming video. The simulation results prove that SCRAS outperformed the other schemes, especially in handovers and varying channel quality. 
